
LUBRICANTS 
FOR INDUSTRIAL 
VEHICLES 

Approved repairer stamp

TLSP,
6 avenue Henri Germain
69800 Saint-Priest
Telephone: +33 (0)4 37 54 29 60
renault-trucks-oils.com 
        
       Energy is our future. Let's save it!

Your dealer will be able to advise you.
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THE MANUFACTURER'S CHOICE 
  Products present as of factory fill 
  Multi-manufacturer
  Multi-accreditation

PROVEN, VALIDATED RESULTS
    A rigorous process ranging from laboratory tests  

to fleet tests, to obtain the best formulation

ENVIRONMENT AND FUEL ECONOMY
  ECO ACTIV formulations
  Reduction of polluting emissions from vehicles
  Compatible with vehicles according to EURO VI environmental 
standards



The daily strain put on your vehicles under various conditions 
leads to wear and tear caused by temperature, friction or even 
pressure which can ultimately lead to complications such as 
premature wear, leaks, engine fouling... These problems result 
in additional repair costs and downtime within your fleet. 

In other words, your vehicles lose their resale value and their 
service life over time decreases. 
 

DISTRIBUTION OF THE COST PRICE PER KILOMETRE

REDUCE YOUR CONSUMPTION BY UP TO 2%

With the additive packs and latest-
generation base oil, ECO ACTIV formulations 
lower the viscosity of lubricants, providing 
better lubrication of mechanical parts and 
reducing friction. 
 
All these characteristics taken together 
makes it possible to significantly reduce 
energy losses and considerably reduce 
fuel consumption. 

Suitable for all vehicles and all brands, ECO ACTIV products 
guarantee you:

 A UNIQUE ECO ACTIV FORMULA THAT MAKES A DIRECT 
IMPACT ON YOUR CONSUMPTION

A reduction in CO² emissions 
and better profitability as a 
result of fuel savings and 
lower maintenance costs.

PROFITABILITY & 
ENVIRONMENTAL 

PROTECTION 

A COMPLETE I.V. RANGE 
TO MEET WITH 
YOUR DAILY CHALLENGES

Better vehicle performance 
over time thanks to the 

reliability of products tested 
in the laboratory, on the test 
bench and in real conditions. 

DURABILITY 
& RELIABILITY 

6,8 %
Servicing

34,7 %
Staff
expenses

11,7 %
Vehicle ownership

cost

1,6 %
Tyres

17,8 %
Fuel

25,3 %
Indirect

and structural costs

2,1 %
Taxes and
insurance

DISTRIBUTION OF
COST PRICE
PER KILOMETRE

Our products and services help you reduce the cost of vehicle ownership, 
which represents more than 70% of the CPK. 
 



MAXEON RLD-5 ECO 5W-30
Lubricant specially adapted for 

Euro VI DTi 13 Step D engines
Provides the greatest fuel 

savings with its exceptional ECO 
ACTIV formulation

Guarantees a maximum oil 
change interval on Renault 
Trucks vehicles

MAXEON XE6 ECO 5W-30
Suitable for almost all manu-

facturers, which makes the  
lubricant ideal for rationalizing 
products in the workshop

Provides rapid lubrication of 
various critical engine parts 
during start-up with its 5W cold 
grade

MAXEON ME6 ECO 10W-30
Impeccably clean vehicle 

components
Gives the best compromise 

between performance and price

MAXEON CRX ECO 10W-30 
Provides thermal stability and 

exceptional wear protection
Also suitable for some public 

works and agricultural machinery

MAXEON DG6 10W-40 
Suitable for most Gas and  

Diesel vehicles
Compatible with Euro I to Euro 

VI vehicles

MAXEON SG6 15W-40 
Suitable for all ranges of Gas 

and Diesel vehicles
Maximum interval between oil 

changes

Dedicated to EURO VI engines, the MAXEON range has been 
designed to give the best compromise between performance and 
maintenance rationalization. 
Choose the lubricant that corresponds to your business, your fleet 
(diesel or gas), whether or not it is multi-brand and the different 
models it contains.

Spread out the intervals between oil changes and extend the 
service life of your vehicles with the MAXIMA product family. 
MAXIMA offers a wide range of lubricants for HGV engines without 
particle filters up to Euro V.

 MAXEON FAMILY  MAXIMA FAMILY

MAXIMA RLD ECO 15W-30
ECO ACTIV lubricant suitable 

for Diesel engines to save fuel 
Perfectly suited for all uses 

(Agri, Public works, Road)

MAXIMA RXD ECO 5W-30 
100% synthetic ECO ACTIV 

formula 
Suitable for almost all manu-

facturers including Scania and 
IVECO, which makes it 
a very versatile product 

MAXIMA RLD 15W-40
Designed to lubricate diesel 

engines such as construction 
machinery (Agri, public works, 
etc.) and long-haul lorries

Effectively combats engine 
fouling thanks to its additivation 

MAXIMA HYBRID 15W-50 
Specially developed for hybrid 

vehicles
Its unique additivation provides 

optimal protection of the engine 
against wear caused by starting 
and stopping 

DG6 ECO 10W-4 0

Euro VI et
antérieur

RLD-5 ECO 5W-30

  

CRX ECO 10W-3 0

XE6 ECO 5W-3 0

ME6 ECO 10W-3 0

 

SG6 15W-40

DG6 ECO 10W-4 0

RLD-5 ECO 5W-30

CRX ECO 10W-3 0

XE6 ECO 5W-3 0

ME6 ECO 10W-30

SG6 15W-40

 

RENAULT T 
TRUCKS

DAF IVECO MERCEDES OTHER

VOLVO
TRUCKS MAN SCANIA

 A SOLUTION FOR EACH TYPE OF FLEET

Euro VI 13L Step D

Euro VI and some 
Euro Vs*.

Euro VI and some 
Euro Vs*.

Euro VI

Gas: Euro 
VI and 
earlier

Euro VI and 
earlier

Euro VI and 
earlier

Euro VI and some 
Euro Vs*.

Caterpillar, Cummins

Caterpillar, Cummins

Caterpillar (Diesel et Gaz)

Caterpillar, gas engines

Caterpillar, Cummins, 
Deutz, New Holland, 
Liebherr, etc.

Euro VI and 
earlier, Reduced 
interval between 
oil changes

Euro VI 13L
Step D

Euro VI and 
earlier

Euro VI and 
earlier

Euro VI and 
earlier

Euro VI and 
earlier

Euro VI and earlier
Diesel and gas 
vehicles

Euro VI and 
earlier

Euro VI and 
earlier

Euro VI and 
earlier

Euro VI and 
earlier

Euro VI and 
earlier

Euro VI and 
earlier

Euro VI and 
earlier

Euro VI and 
earlier

Euro VI and earlier*

Euro VI and earlier
Reduced interval between 
oil changes
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LONGEVIA TCX ECO 75W-90
Synthetic lubricant compati-

ble with most manufacturers
Its formulation makes it  

possible to reduce energy  
losses and therefore to save 
fuel

Its high resistance to oxidation 
guarantees a maximum interval 
between oil changes up to 
450,000 km
 
LONGEVIA P ECO 80W-140

Semi-synthetic extreme pres-
sure lubricant for axles operat-
ing in tough conditions

Very good thermal stability 

LONGEVIA TC ECO 80W-90
Extreme pressure mineral  

lubricant giving excellent  
anti-wear reliability

Formulated for a great  
number of axles

Allows intervals between oil 
changes of up to 240,000 km

HD 80W-90
Lubricant specially designed 

for severe loads
High level of protection 

against wear and extreme  
pressure  

STARMATIC A-MAX
Synthetic lubricant for the 

latest Allison automatic 
transmissions

Gives the longest oil change 
intervals

Excellent fluidity at low 
temperatures ensuring that 
vehicle components remain 
reliable
 
STARMATIC A3 

Highly flexible automatic gear 
changes thanks to its special 
friction properties

Suitable for Allison gearboxes

ZF ECOFLUID A LIFE
Lubricant for ZFECOMAT and 

ZF ECOLIFE automatic 
gearboxes

Allows maximum intervals 
between oil changes

STARMATIC S3
Suitable for automatic 

gearboxes of HGVs and cars
Fluid derived from 100%  

synthetic technology making it 
possible to extend the intervals 
between oil changes and  
guaranteeing reduced mainte-
nance costs

STARMATIC 3 
High-end lubricant for auto-

matic transmissions, power 
steering, cab linkage and  
hydraulic couplers

High antioxidant and an-
ti-wear power to protect the  
vehicle components 

Ensure full protection of automatic transmissions, power 
steering and hydraulic couplings with STARMATIC products. 
Designed to avoid jolting at low temperatures and prevent the 
formation of deposits, they guarantee that your fleet will remain 
mobile. Suitable for all uses where a Dexron® III lubricant is 
recommended.

 STARMATIC FAMILY - AUTOMATIC GEARBOX

LONGEVIA axle lubricants are versatile and suitable for all types 
of vehicles, allowing you to rationalise servicing and control the 
costs of keeping your vehicles on the road. They can withstand 
severe conditions of use, providing an optimal interval between 
oil changes, with excellent reliability. 

 LONGEVIA FAMILY - AXLES

Increase your operating time with LONGEVIA Designed for both 
manual and robotised transmissions, these premium lubricants 
offer excellent performance in extreme conditions and maximum 
oil change intervals at all times, while keeping your vehicles 
running efficiently. 

 LONGEVIA FAMILY - MANUAL AND ROBOTISED GEARBOXES

LONGEVIA BZV ECO 75W-80
Formulated for Volvo and ZF 

manual and robotised gearboxes
Ideal for Voith retarders with 

maximum interval between oil 
changes

Product designed to withstand 
heavy loads and high tempera-
tures   

LONGEVIA BMB 75W-90
Lubricant for manual gearbox-

es specially designed for 
Mercedes vehicles

LONGEVIA BVHD ECO 75W-90
Designed for the toughest  

Volvo gearbox applications
Highly resistant to high  

temperatures, ideal for hot 
countries and the toughest  
applications


